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ECOLOGICAL GIFTS PROGRAM (EGP)
Federal program made possible by the Income Tax Act
Administered by Environment and Climate Change Canada in
cooperation with many partners
Landowners with
ecologically sensitive land

Qualified Recipients

significant tax benefits
contribute to the protection of
biodiversity

ensure that the land’s biodiversity
and environmental heritage are
conserved

As of October 12, 2016:

1250 Ecological Gifts valued at over $780 million have been donated
across Canada, protecting over 175,810 hectares
Of these, 505 gifts valued at over $170 million were donated in Ontario
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ONTARIO EGP FILES
• Current files:

– 44 open files
– 21 different recipients
– About a 65 / 35% split on fee simple vs. conservation easements
(following past trends)
– 10 on hold

To date, 21 gifts have been completed in Ontario
(Statement of Fair Market Value issued) in 2016
10 more currently at the final step
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EGP BACKGROUND
• 2015 EGP OLTA presentation
available online

– Covers process and
submission requirements

• Contact Laura Kucey

Ontario EGP Regional Coordinator
laura.kucey@canada.ca

416-739-4362
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EGP STRUCTURE
Regional Coordinators
Pacific

(Vancouver)

Prairie / Northern

Donors
and
Recipients

(Winnipeg and
Edmonton)

Ontario
(Toronto)

Québec

(Québec City)

Atlantic

EGP National
Secretariat
(Ottawa)

Independent
Appraisal Review Panel
(across Canada)

(Sackville)
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PROGRAM PROCESS
• Number of steps

– arranging the donation
– preparing information on ecological sensitivity and property appraisal
– appraisal review and determination of the fair market value of the
donation

• Donor will receive:

– Certificate of Ecologically Sensitive Land
– Statement of Fair Market Value
– Official donation receipt from the recipient

All three must be included with donor’s
income tax return
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Donor / Recipient steps

Environment Canada steps

Timelines self dependent

Estimated timelines IF FULL AND COMPLETE
SUBMISSIONS ARE RECEIVED

Ecological Sensitivity Submission

Ecological Sensitivity Review
Certificate of Ecological
Sensitivity issued

less than
3 weeks

Appraisal & Application Submission
Regional Appraisal Review
National Secretariat Appraisal Review

SIMPLIFIED EGP
PROCESS AND TIMING

Appraisal Review Panel
Review and Recommendation

Notice of
Determination
issued

2 weeks

within
90 days

Notice signed and returned to EC
Land Transfer / Closing documents
submitted to EC

Complete File Review

Statement of Fair
Market Value issued

2 weeks
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DISCLAIMER
Not providing advice….
Simplified information for educational purposes
EVERY SITUATION AND EACH PROPOSED GIFT IS UNIQUE!

• Tax questions?

Call your financial planner.

• Accounting questions? Call your accountant.
• Legal Questions?

Call your lawyer.
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Q&A THEMES FOR TODAY
• Donation scenarios
• Application and submission
•
•
•

questions
Appraisals and memos
Financial questions
Additional Q & As
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WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF GOING
THROUGH THE EGP?
• Long-term protection of the
donated land

• Desirable tax incentives
• Certification of the property as
Ecologically Sensitive

• Determination of the fair market

value of the donation (in advance)
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EGP Jeopardy
• Split into two teams:

– The ‘Fee Simples’
– The ‘CEAs’ (Conservation Easement Agreements)

• Team lead will have a noisemaker to let me know when the team

would like to provide an answer
• All of the answers are on sheets on the desks – they are not in order
and there are a few wild cards
• I will be awarding points to the teams
– 1 point for correct answers
– BONUS points for correct answers provided without using the answer
sheets, any additional land trust experience shared AND/OR if there are
follow-up questions based on the same topic

• Not the typical Jeopardy – it will follow a Q & A format
• We won’t get through all of the questions, but they are all in your Page 12
handout to take home with you

DONATION SCENARIOS
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Can a CEA update go through the EGP?
• We have an old Conservation Easement Agreement that
the landowner is looking at revising and strengthening.
Can the revisions be submitted / qualify as an Ecological
Gift?

• Technically, yes. However, will it be financially

beneficial? The additional restrictions may have a limited
dollar value. The additional costs of an appraisal, legal
review, agreement title registration, etc. may not make
financial sense to put through the program.
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Can a donor sever and sell?
• A donor is considering donating the back half of a

property and selling the house following a severance.
Can the donor still proceed with donating the back
portion through the EGP?

• As long as the proposed donation scenario (severed
•
•

parcel) can be appropriately appraised and donated, the
sale of the house will not impact this donation.
Timing and order of operations is important.
Make sure that the sale of the house is not a condition of
donation though – this would not qualify as a ‘Gift’ under
the Income Tax Act.
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Can multiple parcels be combined into a
single gift?

• If the parcels have the same legal landowners listed on
•

title, they can be considered as one gift if they come to
the program at the same time.
If the parcels have different ownership configurations,
they will be considered as multiple gifts – but, they can
be combined in a single appraisal as long as the values
of the properties are itemized.

• The EGP structures files and issues legal documents
based on the legal landowners listed on title.
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Two parcels will be donated: 1st is owned by a mother
and daughter, and the 2nd is in the daughter’s name.
Can it be combined into one gift?

• This will be considered two gifts, but the appraisal can
combine the parcels as long as the values are
itemized for each parcel.

• The EGP structures files and issues legal documents
based on the legal landowners listed on title.
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Can a CEA cover two parcels?
• Yes, a conservation easement agreement can cover

multiple parcels; however, it is possible that the
underlying ownership can change between the parcels
in the future.

• As they are separate parcels, it would not be

considered a severance if one were to be sold - the
surveyed land isn’t being severed.
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Can CEAs be registered over a portion of the parcel?
• Within the EGP in Ontario we typically see conservation easement

agreements registered over the entire parcel with zones delineating
‘protection’, ‘agricultural’, ‘residential’, ‘development’ etc. areas.
• The covenants are then either quite restrictive (for protection zones)
or basically nil (for residential zones), or a combination of both.
• Delineation either follows geospatial data points, UTM coordinates,
topography or identified through surveys.
• Western Canada CEAs typically cover only the protection portion of
the property.

• Legal descriptions and how these are handled at Land Registry

Offices in Ontario vary.
• Land Trust and donor preferences vary.
• EGP Ontario’s experience is that an easement covering the entire
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property is easier to administer, monitor and enforce.

APPLICATION AND SUBMISSION QUESTIONS
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What is needed for an Ecological Gift submission?

• EGP Submission Checklist – call or e-mail Laura
• 416-739-4362 laura.kucey@canada.ca
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How long does it take to complete an Ecological Gift?

• It can take several months to arrange a donation.
• It can take three to six months or longer to work through EGP
certifications.

PROGRAM TIMING IS DEPENDENT ON FULL AND
COMPLETE SUBMISSIONS TO THE EGP
• Donors are advised to apply to the Ecological Gifts

Program as early in the year as possible if they wish to
use their ecological gift tax benefits that same year.

Regional Coordinators are available to help throughout
the Ecological Gifts Program process
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Donor / Recipient steps

Environment Canada steps

Timelines self dependent

Estimated timelines IF FULL AND COMPLETE
SUBMISSIONS ARE RECEIVED

Ecological Sensitivity Submission

Ecological Sensitivity Review
Certificate of Ecological
Sensitivity issued

less than
3 weeks

Appraisal & Application Submission
Regional Appraisal Review
National Secretariat Appraisal Review

SIMPLIFIED EGP
PROCESS AND TIMING

Appraisal Review Panel
Review and Recommendation

Notice of
Determination
issued

2 weeks

within
90 days

Notice signed and returned to EC
Land Transfer / Closing documents
submitted to EC

Complete File Review

Statement of Fair
Market Value issued

2 weeks
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Why do we need two applications?
• The first application (submission) demonstrates that the donor and

recipient are interested in the program and would like to initiate the
process. This typically is submitted as a letter of intent.
• The second application (Application for Appraisal Review and
Determination) demonstrates that the donor is aware of and agrees
with the property description, area and appraised value of the
property proposed for donation.
• This is the 'evidence' that the donor has the right to propose to
dispose of the described property.

• Legal descriptions are confirmed against
the title document, size and value are
confirmed against the appraisal
- the details on this form matter.
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The parcel will be severed and only a portion donated –
what property description should go on the application?

• Use the original legal property description and property
•

•

identification number (PIN) from the parcel register.
The EGP will note on the Certificate and Notice that the
legal description will be updated when the severance and
donation have occurred.
The Certificate will be re-issued at the same time as the
issuance of the Statement of Fair Market Value to reflect
the new / updated property description.
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We have multiple donors living in various
locations – how do we fill out the application?

• Identical, but separate applications can be circulated to

each donor for signature OR, the same application form
can be signed by all donors.

• Please include the full property description and property
identification number (PIN) from the parcel register on
the applications.
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Can an Estate give an Ecological Gift?
• Yes. Provide legal documentation supporting the signing

authority for the gift (often provided via a letter from the
Estate’s solicitor).
– Make sure documents MATCH the legal donor on title.
– If donor is recently deceased, please provide legal
documentation identifying death AND legal signing
authority (such as a notarized will).

• Always ensure you are working with the
legal owner – or legal designate.
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Living will: 1 donor, 2 executors –
whose signature do you need?
• The best scenario is if the donor can sign all of the

documents themselves. If that is not possible, submit
the will, signed by the donor, that identifies the
executors, or another legal document providing
authority to the executors.
• At that point, the executors and or donor can sign EGP
paperwork.
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The donor is listed in a trust capacity
on title – what do we need to submit?
• Declaration of trust documents, a will, or other legal documents

indicating signing authority.
• The designated signing authority can come in a variety of forms –
either within the declaration of trust document (specifying who has
signing or executive decision authority), a signed letter from a
lawyer, or a notarized letter specifying signing authority for the
trust. Most trusts have initial papers (similar to incorporation
papers) that will outline beneficiaries and/or executors.

• Tax benefits are only conferred to those listed on title or within
declaration of trust documents.
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How current does the title abstract / parcel register need
to be? Do you need the Teranet Express receipt?

• The parcel register should be fairly recent (past
•

•

few months) in order to demonstrate that there
are no encumbrances on title.
The date in the top right corner shows when it
was printed / pulled from the Land Registry
Office. There is no need to submit the Teranet
Express receipt.
If a mortgage has been cleared, but still appears
on title, please just provide this information in
writing confirming that the charge will be cleared
once title has transferred.

• Be sure that your appraiser includes a recent parcel register
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in the appraisal.

APPRAISAL AND MEMO QUESTIONS
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Who is on the ARP?
Can I chat with them?
• The Appraisal Review Panel is made up of

professional appraisers from across Canada.
• All communication about proposed Ecological Gifts must
come through the Regional Coordinator .
(Ontario donations = Laura)
– This includes questions about appraisals, questions from
appraisers, appraisal scenarios etc.
• The ARP cannot provide advice about an appraisal, appraisal
methodology or scenarios – this would be a conflict of interest
under the EGP.
• The one exception is for small points of clarifications once the
appraisal is already in the review process – and this can only
occur if the donor has consented to this on the application
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form.

Why did my file receive a memo?
• Once a file is under review by the Appraisal Review Panel, a
•
•

memo may be issued for a number of reasons.
In most cases, additional information or clarification is needed
to support the conclusions reached in the report.
A memo will outline the appraisal requirements and document
which sections require additional information or support.

• Basis for ARP recommendation of
acceptance of a value:

– meets Guidelines for Appraisals
– analysis, opinions and conclusions
are appropriate, reasonable and
support the proposed fair market
value on an open market
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Why did my file receive a second memo?
• A response to a memo must come from the original

appraiser who wrote the report being reviewed.
• If the appraiser did not sufficiently answer or provide the
information/documentation requested by the Appraisal
Review Panel, subsequent memos may be issued.

• OLTA Learning Institute October 19, 2016 presentation:

Appraisal Review for Non-Appraisers may be helpful for
recipients who are involved in commissioning / reviewing
/ accepting donations that require an appraisal.
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The donor has changed their mind about the
donation and will be retaining a piece of the
parcel. What next?
• The proposed gift has changed.
• The next steps depend on what step the proposed donation
•

•

is at in the EGP process.
The first step will be to determine if the evaluation of
ecological sensitivity of the new configuration remains valid.
If the ecological sensitivity criteria for which the property
was certified still stand, the next step will be appraisal
review and determination.
A new application and revised appraisal will need to be
submitted. The package will be submitted to the Appraisal
Review Panel for appraisal review and determination.
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The Notice has been issued, can we
transfer the land now?
• Yes, the transfer of title can happen at any point, but most

•

donors/recipients wait for this point in the process to ensure
that the donor is comfortable and is willing to sign the Notice
documenting the fair market value that will be certified.
Once the Notice is issued, the Donor has 90 days to accept,
withdraw, or request a redetermination of value

How long can the donor wait to transfer the
land after the Notice is issued?
• The Fair Market Value of an Ecological Gift applies to the

appraised property for all charitable gifts under the Income
Tax Act of Canada for a two year period from the Notice of
Determination Date.
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FINANCIAL QUESTIONS

$
$$$
$$
$
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For tax purposes, what is the date of donation?
• The date of donation is the date the donation is made.
• Specifically, it is when the title transfer occurs or the

conservation easement agreement is registered on title.

• The date on the EGP Statement of Fair Market Value does
•

•

not matter for determining the date of donation.
A donation receipt may have two dates on it: the date the
receipt was issued and the date of the donation.
For more information on dates and other requirements for a
donation receipt please see the CCRA Income Tax
Interpretation Bulletin Gifts and Official Donation Receipt
IT-110R3.
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What are the tax benefits of going
through the EGP?
• For most gifts of capital property, the taxable portion is 50% of the capital gain,
BUT this is reduced to 0 for certified Ecological Gifts (Taxable portion of a
capital gain realized on the disposition of an Ecological Gifts is nil).

• A non-refundable tax credit for individuals / Deduction from taxable income for
corporate donors.

• Unlike other charitable gifts, there is no income limit on the deduction or credit
in a tax year.

• Any unused portion of the donation can be carried forward for 10 years
(applies to gifts made on or after Feb. 11, 2014).

• Related provincial and territorial income tax benefits are also available in most
provinces and territories.
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When can tax benefits be claimed?
• Donors are eligible to claim tax benefits in the tax year
in which their gift was made. The gift date is the date
of the land transfer or the date that the conservation
easement is registered on title.

• Any unused portion of the donation can be carried

forward for 10 years (applies to gifts made on or after
Feb. 11, 2014).
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What are the rules around split-receipting?

• The transfer of property is voluntary.

• The recipient is a qualified donee.
• Any advantage is identified (not to exceed 80% of the fair
market value of the transferred property) and its value is
ascertainable.

• Income Tax Technical News No. 26
• Confirmation that Ecogifts are Eligible for Split-receipting
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What do I include on a charitable receipt
when there is more than one donor?
Canada Revenue Agency (CRA):1-800-267-2384
• Gifts and Income Tax - website
• Gifts and Official Donation Receipt , IT-110R3
• Proposed Guidelines on Split-Receipting, Income Tax
Technicial News
• Issuing receipts: http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/chrtsgvng/chrts/prtng/rcpts/menu-eng.html
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What is a Change in Use of an EG?
• Environment Canada considers a recipient to have
changed the use of an ecological gift if it:

– undertakes or tolerates any action that results in or could result
in a diminution of the ecological condition or protection of the
ecological gift,
– changes any of the terms of a conservation easement,
covenant or servitude, or
– fails to enforce the terms of the conservation easement,
covenant or servitude which results in or could result in
changes to the ecological condition of the property.
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Additional Q & As
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Are surveys required? For CEAs?
• The EGP does not require surveys, although they are the best
tool and best practice for delineating boundaries and zones.

• Depending on the donation scenario (if a severance is

occurring, etc.) there may be municipal or other requirements
for a survey.

• Varying practices amongst Land Trusts and organizations
• Expensive, but eligible under some assistance funds
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Are the CLTIP AND EGP connected?
• The two are not linked.
• The Ecological Gifts Program offers tax benefits under the

•

Income Tax Act of Canada – and not municipal or provincial
taxes (although, there can be subsequent related tax benefits
resulting from a reduction of federal taxes).
The Conservation Land Tax Incentive Program is a provincial
program that can qualify a property for a 100% property tax
exemption for land that has important natural heritage features

• Registration under the CLTIP is

one of ecological sensitivity criteria
that applicants can apply for under
the EGP.
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How are Change in Use requests addressed?
• Each request for authorization of a proposed change in use (CIU) or
disposition (DISP) of an ecological gift is unique and is considered
on its own merit.
• Environment Canada takes the following into account when
evaluating a request for authorization:
– Spirit and intent of the original donation

– Will CIU/DISP result in protection that is at least equal to that provided
under the existing arrangement?
– Is the CIU/DISP request beneficial to the long term conservation
and management of the ecological sensitive features on the subject lands?
– Is the new recipient (of DISP) eligible to receive an ecological gift?
– What factors are driving the CIU/DISP request?
▪ Is the CIU/DISP within the control of the recipient?
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How do I submit a Change in Use request?
• Send your letter of request to your regional EGP coordinator.

– Formal letter of request addressed to the Regional Director
– Include maps, supporting documentation
– Discussions with the EGP coordinator can help clarify the details that should be
included in the letter

• Environment Canada will only consider written requests that provide
clear details with the precise nature of the proposed CIU/DISP.

• Provide rationale for your request.

– Make your case and justify your rationale!

• Provide a full assessment of the potential effects of the proposed
CIU/DISP on the ecologically sensitive features of the lands.
– Include details of proposed activities to be undertaken and any potential
restoration work
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The new landowners, not the original donors, want to
change some restrictions in the conservation
easement, is this allowed?

• Yes, but this requires approval.
• This is considered a change in use of an
•

•

Ecological Gift.
Any changes to conservation easement
agreements will require official requests for
approval sent to both Environment and
Climate Change Canada (Ecological Gifts
Program) and the Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources and Forestry under the
Conservation Land Act
(Shaun.Mannella@ontario.ca).
Responses are typically harmonized.
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Can you send me some EGP Publications?
• Large EGP handbooks – almost depleted

Scheduled for an update – small print run with
minor updates soon

• 2015 ½ page glossy booklet – limited availability
• 2016 pamphlets - available
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ONLINE EGP PUBLICATIONS
www.ec.gc.ca/pde-egp
• Application Form and Instructions - Application for Appraisal Review
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

and Determination of an Ecological Gift
Donations and Income Tax Scenarios
Confirmation that Ecogifts are Eligible for Split-receipting
Disposition or Change of Use of Ecological Gifts
Ecological Gifts Program Brochure
The Canadian Ecological Gifts Program Handbook
Engaging an Appraiser to Appraise an Ecological Gift
Guidelines for Appraisals
Retaining the Right to Use Land Donated as an Ecological Gift

Undergoing an update
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REGIONAL CONTACT
Laura Kucey

Environment Canada
4905 Dufferin Street
Toronto, ON M3H 5T4

416-739-4362

laura.kucey@canada.ca
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